This paper is devoted to the efficient computation of the Time Dependent Schrödinger Equation (TDSE) for quantum particles subject to intense electromagnetic fields including ionization and recombination of electrons with their parent ion. The proposed approach is based on a domain decomposition technique, allowing a fine computation of the wavefunction in the vicinity of the nuclei located in a domain Ω 1 and a fast computation in a roughly meshed domain Ω 2 far from the nuclei where the electrons are assumed free. The key ingredients in the method are i) well designed transmission boundary conditions on ∂Ω 1 (resp. ∂Ω 2 ) in order to estimate the part of the wavefunction "leaving" Domain Ω 1 (resp. Ω 2 ), ii) a Schwarz waveform relaxation algorithm to accurately reconstruct the solution. The developed method makes it possible for electrons to travel from one domain to another without loosing accuracy, when the frontier or the overlapping region between two domains is crossed by the wavefunction.
Introduction
The goal of this paper is to provide an efficient, easy-to-implement and accurate numerical approach for solving the Time Dependent Schrödinger Equation (TDSE), [16] , [13] , [17] , [11] when molecules are subject to intense laser pulses. The method is based on a domain decomposition technique and the derivation of accurate non-reflecting boundary conditions used as quasi-optimal transmission boundary conditions between the subdomains. Subject to intense and short laser pulses, an electron is first extracted from its parent ion, is then "freed", and finally goes back in the vicinity of its nucleus [28] . Of main interests are highly nonlinear phenomena such as High Harmonic Generation (HHG), or Above Threshold Ionization (ATI), [27] , [32] which occur in the vicinity of the nuclei and which are caused by the recombination of high energy electrons with their parent ion. This process is repeated for each intense enough laser pulse cycle. From a numerical point of view, the ionization necessitates the use of an extended computational domain, and as a consequence important computational resources [2] , [26] as several time and space scales are involved in this problem. As any other wave-like problem, the derivation and approximation of non-reflecting boundary conditions is a major question, which was treated extensively in the literature, from empirical absorbing boundary conditions (ABC) [12, 2] , [14] , Perfectly Matched Layers (PMLs) [15, 3, 2] , as well as microlocal analysis methods starting from the pioneering work by Engquist and Majda [18] , then Halpern and Rauch [23] for the diffusion equation, and more recently by Antoine, Besse [7] , [6] , [4] and Szeftel [10] , [34] for the linear and nonlinear Schrödinger equations by using pseudo-and paradifferential operator techniques. We refer to [2] for a full literature review on absorbing boundary conditions for TDSE. The goal of the present paper is not to derive new absorbing boundary conditions for the TDSE in order to avoid or limit reflections at domain boundary. We are here interested in the global solution of the laser-molecule TDSE including the ionization and recombination processes. In this goal non-reflecting boundary conditions are not sufficient but will constitute one of the key ingredients, for which the chosen approach is one of the most accurate, and which was developed in [7] . Note that any other ABC could in principle be used [31] for instance. The other key ingredient is the domain decomposition algorithm to connect the solution in each subdomain. The chosen method is the optimized Schwarz waveform relaxation algorithm (OSWR) [21] , [19] , [20] and which was originally proposed in [24] for the TDSE. In the OSWR method for domain decomposition, transparent boundary conditions are used to derive transmission conditions between subdomains. Using nonlocal transmission conditions was suggested earlier, in particular, in a paper [22] on domain decomposition for nonlinear elliptic boundary problems.
In this paper, we focus on one single electron of an atomic system, but the principle of the method is still valid and in fact relevant for several electron problems. More specifically, the problem which is considered in this paper is as follows. We assume that the electron is at the ground state u 0 of energy E 0 of the laser-free Hamiltonian H 0 = −△ + V c , that is
Function V c is the interaction potential depending on the considered particle. The electron is then subject to a laser field E which will be assumed to be time-dependent only, which constitutes a reasonable assumption at the molecule or atom scale (dipole approximation) [29] . The equation writes, in the so-called length gauge, for all (r, t) ∈ R 3 × [0, T ]:
i∂ t u(r, t) = −△u(r, t) + V c (r)u(r, t) + r · E(t)u(r, t)
Note that a simple gauge transform [13] , leads to the new form, the so called velocity gauge i∂ t u(r, t) = −△u(r, t) + V c (r)u − iA(t) · ∇u(r, t) + A 2 u(r, t)
where this time the laser operator appears as the sum of a differential and algebraic operators, and where A is the electric potential, which is an anti-derivative of the electric field. The derived method is independent of the chosen gauge, both gauges presented above could be used. The velocity gauge will be here more convenient for the simplified method which will be proposed in Section 2.3. In the following, we will omit the variables (r, t) in the equations. In this paper, we also assume that the electric field is a regular traveling wave propagating at the speed of light, c. In practice, a truncation of the overall domain is usually necessary, as well as boundary conditions on ∂Ω. In order to include ionization in the simulation, Ω should be chosen very large, which is in practice numerically very expensive. In addition:
• the interaction potential is singular (or quasi-singular), which necessitates a fine resolution near the nuclei.
• efficient TDSE numerical solvers (finite element or implicit finite difference schemes) are usually computationally complex, as they necessitate the numerical computation of sparse linear system solutions.
• wavefunction solution to the TDSE are nonlocal.
• this problem is multiscale, due to complex phenomena such as for instance, high harmonic generation and multiphoton-ionization, that is the generation of photons of frequency that could reach hundred times the frequency of the incoming pulse. As a consequence, even for simple molecules the interaction with an intense laser pulse can generate scales in time, from attosecond to picosecond scales, and in space from picometers to tens of nanometers, see for instance [28] , [32] , [27] , [30] and [13] for a more details.
A possible approach, to partially circumvent this problem consists of using an adaptive or not, non-uniform mesh: fine close to the nucleus, and coarse in the ionization zone. Although very attracting, this approach has also major issues: stable and accurate numerical solvers are based on implicit techniques, requiring the numerical solution of large and potentially ill-conditioned linear systems, slowing down the convergence of iterative linear system solvers. In addition, at each iteration, the solution at one point in space is a priori dependent of the solution in all the computational domain. The use of large cells may then deteriorate the solution everywhere, in particular in fine resolution regions. Domain decomposition method is another class of numerical techniques for solving complex and high dimensional problems. The principle of the method which is used here is now described. First, the bounded, open and convex domain Ω ⊆ R d is decomposed in two regions Ω 1,2 such that Ω = Ω 1 ∪ Ω 2 and where E denotes the nonempty overlapping domain Ω 1 ∩ Ω 2 . In addition we assume that E have smooth boundary, and that Ω 1 − E contains the supports of u 0 . In Ω 1 , we approximate TDSE using a fine mesh. In Ω 2 a rough mesh may be used. TDSE will be solved "independently" in domains Ω 1,2 , allowing a reduction of the overall computational complexity. The region E is supposed to be of infinitely small thickness. The size of the overlaping domain is one of the most important criteria in domain decomposition methods, in terms of rate of convergence and computational complexity. The ideal case being a rapid convergence without overlaping. Following ideas from [24] , we can expect that the convergence rate will be strongly dependent on the frequency, the size and the shape of the overlapping region, as well as the interaction potential and the electric field. In addition, although analytically, the transmission conditions can be derived, at least formally, from transparent boundary conditions, they are in practice implemented using ABC. The rate of convergence of the fixed point algorithm will then also be dependent on the order of approximation of the ABC. In order to connect the solution in each domain, appropriate boundary conditions on ∂Ω 1 and ∂Ω 2 have then to be derived as well as a fixed point algorithm. This is the object of this paper. In the following, we will denote by Σ the external boundary of Ω (and of Ω 2 ), Γ + the internal boundary of Ω 2 and Γ − the (external) boundary of Ω 1 . In practice and from there, we will assume that both Ω 1 , Ω are convex and Ω 2 is concave(interior)-convex(exterior). Note that the thickness of E is assumed infinitely small n Γ − ∼ −n Γ + . In practice, Ω 2 will cover a large external region which will be meshed with large cells. The solution transmission from Ω 1 to Ω 2 will be done using two main ingredients i) pseudodifferential transparent/absorbing boundary conditions and ii) the quasi-optimal Schwarz waveform relaxation algorithm [24] which is a sophisticated fixed point method. In the following H (i) stands for the Schrödinger Hamiltonian (in length or velocity gauge) in Domain Ω i , i = 1, 2 and B Γ ± the corresponding boundary operator. From now, we assume that V c has its support in Ω 1 . Note that it is not a mathematical constraint of the method, and remark that the overall potential V c + x · E(t) has not compact support in Ω 1 .
In Ω 2 , the equation writes for all k 1:
where in velocity gauge the Hamiltonian writes for r ∈ Ω 2 :
l (r, t) = −△ − ir · E(t) in length gauge. In addition, B Γ ± , B Σ are operators to determine and with an initial condition u 2 chosen identically null. In Ω 1 , with Γ + ⊆ Ω 1 , the equation writes:
where in velocity gauge the Hamiltonian writes for r ∈ Ω 1 :
and
The boundary conditions will be derived to formally obtain a pointwise convergence almost everywhere for all t 0, u
→ k→+∞ u |Ω2 . In order to initiate the iterations, it is necessary to
Note that it was proven in [24] that using transparent boundary conditions (Dirichlet-to-Neumann (DtN) maps), this procedure is convergent in 2 iterations for every initial guess (g 1 , g 2 ) in the free one-dimensional case. More generally, and this is true in our situation, an approximate DtN operator is rather used, slowing down the convergence. Boundary condition B Σ on Σ is chosen to avoid spurious wave reflections. There is no particular difficulty here as we do not require any information outside Ω. We use the absorbing conditions, skipping the details that can be found for instance in [5] . In the following, as the transmission conditions will be derived from DtN-like operators, B will be searched in the form ∂ n + B, where n is a normal vector to the considered boundary, and where B is an operator to determine.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the derivation and some analysis of the proposed domain decomposition technique. Section 3 is devoted to the approximation of the derived method, and numerical results are presented in Section 4. We finally conclude in Section 5.
Solution reconstruction
The general principle for deriving transmission conditions is as follows. On Ω 1 and Ω 2 the boundary conditions are first constructed, to be transparent or absorbing, using some techniques which will allow us to accurately separate incoming from outgoing waves. In a second stage, the outgoing waves from Ω 1 have to be "transmitted" to Ω 2 through the overlapping domain E, and similarly any outgoing wave from Ω 2 going towards Ω 1 has to be "transmitted" to Ω 1 . 
Absorbing, incoming and outgoing boundary conditions
The general solution to i∂ t u(r, t) = Hu(r, t)
is given by (5) (resp. (6)), is constructed, in the ideal case, as follows
, with in particular u 1 = u 2 on E For all k 1 and for all t ∈ [0, T ], we first solve the equation in Ω 1,2 according to [24] , (4), (3) . From a practical point of view, the construction of the explicit boundary conditions is far from trivial. They are constructed by factorizing the Schrödinger Hamiltonian in the hyperbolic region of the cotangent bundle of the domain boundary, then by identifying the incoming and outgoing waves. The later step is possible by analyzing the null bicharacteristic strip solutions of a set of Hamiltonian equations [25] , [1] .
• Boundary condition on Σ. The chosen absorbing boundary condition on Ω 2 is based on a method which was developed in [5] and [7] . These boundary conditions are non-reflecting and are of the form:
for all r ∈ Σ and for all t 0 :
with n the outward normal vector at r ∈ Σ, and where ∂ n + B Σ is associated to outgoing waves from Ω 2 through Σ. Recall that at this stage, any other accurate ABC could a priori be used.
• Boundary condition on Γ − . The goal is to develop boundary conditions at any point r − ∈ Γ − and all time t which are non-reflecting for outgoing waves from Ω 1 , and allowing incoming from Ω 2 to enter and propagate in Ω 1 . In Ω 1 , we have
and for all r − ∈ Γ − and for all t 0 :
with n − the outward normal vector at r − ∈ Γ − , where ∂ n − + B + Γ − characterizes the outgoing waves from Ω 1 .
• Boundary condition on Γ + . Similarly for r ∈ Γ
in Ω 2 and the boundary condition writes:
for all r + ∈ Γ + and for all t 0 : (
with n + outward normal vector at r ∈ Γ + , and where ∂ n + + B + Γ + is associated to outgoing waves from Ω 2 .
Construction of the global solution in any dimension
We present in this subsection the reconstruction algorithm based on absorbing boundary conditions and Schwarz waveform relaxation method, [24] , [19] , [20] .
Proposition 2.1. For t ∈ [t a , t b ] and with t b = t a + δ and w 1,2 the initial data at t = t a in Ω 1,2 (computed from previous times), we solve for k 1
in Ω 1 ,
in Ω 2 ,
with an imposed initial guess (u
2 ).
Remark 2.
1. An alternative method to the one presented in Prop. 2.1 is as follows.
1.
in Ω 1 , boundary conditions are changed into:
in Ω 2 , boundary conditions on Γ + are changed into:
Finally, at time t b we add the conditions:
2 ] = 0, we can split the equation into i∂ t u 2 = −iA(t) · ∇u 2 + A(t) 2 u 2 and i∂ t u 2 (r, t) = −△u 2 (r, t). The transport equation has a simple analytical solution. Indeed, assuming that w = u 2 (·, t a ) is known at time t a , then the solution at time t b > t a it is of the form
Note that in length gauge, this commutation property would not be satisfied.
The choice of these boundary conditions is justified by:
• boundary conditions at Γ ± are designed for outgoing waves, from Ω 1 (resp. Ω 2 ) to Ω 2 (resp. Ω 1 ).
• the equation is linear and as consequence two waves propagating in opposite directions will not nonlinearly "interfere".
Note that the approach which was presented above is totally independent of the choice of the system of coordinates as well as the choice of ABC, provided they are accurate enough.
The method which is presented here can in principle be quite inefficient if the convergence is slow. This is precisely why "quasi-optimal" high-order transmission boundary conditions should be used. We now state some basic results about convergence and simple ways to improve the overall computational complexity of the method. Fig. 3 . Let u i be the corresponding solution on Ω i . With this configuration, if at Schwarz iteration k 1, we have
Proof. The proof is straightforward as at iteration k, the condition imposed at ∂Ω i involves u
This proposition although simple has important consequences from a practical point of view, as it al- 
On a broader picture, the overall convergence of the Schwarz process is reached when convergence is reached in each overlapping domains. Similarly to the above proposition, we can state an interesting, although more restrictive proposition.
Proposition 2.3. Under the same assumptions as Prop. 2.2 and assuming also that for each overlapping domain Ω i ∩ Ω i+1 , i ∈ {1, · · · , m}, convergence is reached in p iterations (quasi-optimal convergence for p = 2), then
• for k ∈ {p, 2p, · · · , pm} and any l 1, we have u
• each Schwarz iteration will require, at least TDSE computations in p subdomains.
Proof. From to the hypothesis about convergence in p iterations, we easily deduce by induction that at iteration k ∈ {p, 2p, · · · , pm}, convergence is reached in overlapping domain Ω i ∩ Ω i+1 , for all i ∈ {1, · · · , k/p}, from which we deduce the first statement. As a consequence, the overall convergence will be reached after p(m − 1) Schwarz iterations. Finally from Schwarz iteration k ∈ {p, 2p, · · · , pm}, any computation in domains Ω i with i ∈ {1, · · · , k/p} becomes unnecessary as convergence has been reached in these domains.
Again we take advantage of this result to limit the overall computational complexity. Note however that the hypothesis on the convergence in each overlapping domain is a priori not trivially satisfied and may be complicated to justify in practice.
Simplified solution reconstruction with no explicit numerical computation in Ω 2
In this section, only, we assume that the overlapping domain E = Ω ∩ Ω 2 is given by E = Γ − = Γ + . We discuss a simplified version of the method which was developed in Section 2.2. The main issue in Section 2.2 comes from the fact that it is required to solve a TDSE in Ω 2 , which increases the overall computational complexity of the method. In addition the Schwarz algorithm is not necessary in this simplified approach. In order to avoid this issue, a simple idea consists of neglecting in Ω 2 the effect of the kinetic operator and considering the electron as a classical particle. This is naturally not physical. Recall, however that i) we are not interested in the solution inside Ω 2 − Ω 1 , but only in Ω 1 and ii) the L 2 − norm of the wavefunction in Ω 2 (then in R 3 ) will still be conserved. Indeed, in that case, the electron is only driven by the electric field and as a consequence, we can determine analytically the particle trajectory in Ω 2 , see Fig. 4 . We do not expect that the overall will converge to the exact solution in all R 3 , but rather an efficient computation to a sufficiently accurate solution in Ω 1 . We take advantage to the fact that A is time-dependent only and then to the fact that the following IBVP, for
has an explicit solution. Assume first that at time t 0 and in r
, where w is a given function. In practice w will given by u 1 on Γ − . Assume in addition that at time t * > t 0 , r
In that case, we easily deduce that
In the framework of our domain decomposition approach, this quantity would be taken, neglecting kinetic effects in Ω 2 , such that
Inversely, assume that at time t * and in r
then 2 cases can occur:
• Assume that for all t ∈ [0, t * )
Note that in practice, we will choose w 2 = 0 (at t = 0), as we have assumed initially that the support of the initial data is included in Ω 1 .
• Assume that there exists t i ∈ [0, t * ) and r
A(s)ds
Recall that the internal boundary of Ω 2 is concave and A space-independent, then r + βi is of course unique. However t i is not necessarily unique. So we denote:
We also denote byr + β andn β the corresponding r + β and outward normal vector atr + β . Then we conclude that the value at time t * , and in r + α is given by:
which is in fact The overall reconstruction of the solution in Ω is summarized in the following proposition.
Proposition 2.4. For t ∈ (t a , t a + δ), we define t b = t a + δ and w 1,2 the initial data at t = t a , in Ω 1,2 (computed from previous times), where Ω 2 is the complementary in R 3 of Ω 1 . For t ∈ (t a , t b ), we solve
More precisely, if:
-there exists t i t a , such that r
The value at time t b , and in r + α is given by:
• If there exists t i ∈ [t a , t b ), such that there exists r
We denote byr 
Repeat that in practice w will be identified to u 1|Γ − .
3. Finally at time t b the reconstruction solution is as follows, see Fig. 5 :
In length gauge the above approach could not be accurate as [△, r · E] = 0. 
Numerical Approximation
A Crank-Nicolson scheme in time is constructed to solve the TDSE [3] . Note that the key point in this paper is not the choice of the numerical solver but the construction of the transmission conditions. Naturally, the choice of the numerical method is guided by the type of PDE which is solved, including the boundary and transmission conditions. A real-space method, such as finite element, volume or difference methods is perfectly compatible with the chosen conditions, and we implement the most simple ones to illustrate the proposed method. Stability, convergence, and accuracy questions will not be detailed in this paper, but could be deduced from different references [6] , [33] , [3] .
Semi-discretized schemes
We summarize here the general algorithm to update the solution from t n to t n+1 , with a time step denoted ∆t n . The details of the actual spatial discretization of the differential equation and boundary/transmission conditions will be presented in the following sections. Assume that u 1 and u 2 are known at time t n and Schwarz iteration k − 1, and respectively denoted by u n,k−1 and v n,k−1 . For instance, in length gauge:
We present the semi-discretized version of the method avoiding numerical computation in Ω 2 and using the velocity gauge, by treating electrons in Ω 2 as classical particles. Recall that in that case, no Schwarz algorithm is used and that Ω 1 ∩ Ω 2 = ∅, see Section 2.3.
For r + ∈ Γ + , and r − corresponding point in Γ − . If
• A n · n + > 0, then in r + and r − :
where v
A(s)ds is computed according to the algorithm developed in Section 2.3.
Cartesian coordinates in 1-d
In the 1-d case, we denote Ω 1 = (a, b + ε) and Ω 2 = (b, c) and by h 1,2 the space step in Ω 1,2 , and ε is a (small) parameter, corresponding to the size of the overlapping region. In velocity gauge, the time step at time t n , ∆t n is determined according to the CFL condition ∆t n |A(t n )| h 1 . No CFL condition is a priori necessary in length gauge, as the chosen discretization for boundary conditions is proven to be unconditionally stable [6] . In Ω 2 , we can choose a space step h 2 ≫ h 1 . For consistency, the same time step as in Ω 1 is used. In the following we denote E n = E(t n ). We denote by (x j ) j∈{1,··· ,N1} the grid nodes to Ω 1 and (y j ) j∈{1,··· ,N2} those to Ω 2 . It it important to note that in the following, the domains overlap on 2 nodes such that: x N1 = y 2 and x N1−1 = y 1 . For the sake of simplicity, in the rest of the presentation and in most of the numerical tests (except Test 2.b), we will assume that h 1 = h 2 and then ε = h 1 . The solution in Ω 1 is denoted by u and v in Ω 2 . The numerical scheme which is chosen is a 3-point stencil Crank-Nicolson method which writes for interior points of (a, b) as follows: for 1 < j < N 1 and k 1, where V j = V c (x j ), and in Ω 2 , for 1 < j < N 2 and k 1:
Discretization of boundary conditions for velocity gauge. As described above at Γ + (resp. Γ − ) boundary conditions are simultaneously outgoing and incoming non-reflecting boundary conditions:
• On Γ − . At x = x N1 = y 2 = b, the chosen non-reflecting boundary condition [8] writes
where B 
This leads in terms of operators to
At Schwarz iteration k, this is discretized by
More precisely, using [6] , and say in the field-free case, we the DtN operator is discretized as
where
∆t n+1 /2 and (α l ) l is a sequence of real numbers defined in [6] . Coupled with a Crank-Nicholson scheme, this proposed discretization allows for an unconditionally stable in the potential-free case. Note that in (9), the terms n+1 l=1 α l ∂ x v n+1−l (y 2 ) and n+1 l=1 α l ∂ x u n+1−l (x N1 ) are evaluated from times t n and earlier ones.
• On Γ + . By symmetry we can deduce the boundary condition on Γ + . At y = y 1 = x N1−1 , that is for j = 1 the boundary condition writes
The convergence of the Schwarz method is naturally dependent on the order of approximation of λ + . More specifically, the convergence factor is expected to be of the form |e
where ε is the size of the overlapping region. The approximation of λ + , by sayλ + , should then be designed such that |e
is as small as possible, and at the same time such that the approximation of the transmission condition, involving ∂ x + iΛ + , is as simple (as well as stable) as possible.
Discretization of boundary conditions for length gauge. In that situation, we can easily check that the corresponding pseudodifferential operators are of the form [6] 
with in particular on Γ ± or Σ
In that gauge, and as proposed in [7] , an unitary transformation can be used to generate a new condition of the form:
Vc(x)+xE(s)ds u = 0, which includes the contribution of λ + 0 , and which is easy to discretized from (9).
Remark 3.2 (Localized transmission boundary conditions).
Let us remark here that more local transmission boundary conditions could be used in practice. For example, we refer to [7] where rational approximants are used to approximate the nonlocal fractional operators. This implies a gain in terms of computational cost. The price to pay is that it is not clear if the resulting scheme is stable or not (probably not) [7] . Similar results can be developed for the 2d case [9] .
Polar coordinates in 2-d
We here give some basic information about the implementation of the presented method in higher dimension, more specifically the case of 2-d polar coordinates. The computation domain Ω is decomposed in two regions
, where D is a crown of radii R 1 , R 2 , with R 2 > R 1 . Boundary Σ is the circle centered in 0 and radius R 2 . The chosen gauge here is the velocity one. In cylindrical coordinates, the TDSE that we consider writes:
For the sake of simplicity, the numerical approach which is chosen is a finite difference scheme, although more advanced techniques are still applicable within the framework of this paper. In Ω 1 , a fine mesh, τ (Ω 1 ) is used to spatially discretized the equation. In Ω k (k = 1, 2), the discretization points in θ are denoted (θ j ) j=1,··· ,N θ , 
θ , is approximated by u i,j . Electric potential values are given by A r (t n ), A θ (t n ). We first describe the interior scheme. As before an upwinding is necessary to get a stable discretization of transport terms: A r (t)∂ r u and A θ (t)∂ θ :
For the other terms any classical approach can be used. The operators i/r∂ r and 1/r∂ θ are usually approximated using a centered scheme and the other terms are approximated using a classical semi-implicit Crank-Nicolson approach as in the 1-d case. Special treatment is of course necessary at r = 0.
We now specify the boundary conditions B v,Γ − , B v,Γ + , B v,Σ in polar coordinates. Then we will discuss their discretization on
• On Γ − . According to [8] , the boundary conditions is given in that case by
.. which have symbols described in [8] . In the later, several strategies are proposed to construct and approximate these pseudodifferential symbols, which are given for high frequency regimes, by
The use of these ABC for domain decomposition will be studied in a future paper.
• On Γ + . Similarly, the boundary condition is given in that case by
which is evaluated at r = R 1 .
• On Σ, the boundary condition is similar to the one in Γ − , except that V c is set to zero, and writes:
with B + Σ similar to B + Γ − except that V c is set to 0 and R 1 + ε is replaced by R 2 .
Numerical Results
This section is devoted to some numerical simulations illustrating the proposed method in 1-d. We compare the solution of reference u r for the TDSE i) in Domain Ω, where absorbing boundary conditions are imposed on Σ with ii) the reconstructed solution u h , using the derived method in Ω 1 , Ω 2 with transmission/absorbing boundary conditions on Γ ± and Σ. For completeness, a 3-subdomain test is also proposed (Test 3). First, we shortly discuss the computational complexity as well the data storage related to the method. When the total number of discretization points N (excluding the boundary conditions) in Ω is equal to the sum N 1 + N 2 of discretization points N 1 in Ω 1 and N 2 in Ω 2 , we can easily evaluate the computational efficiency. Indeed, the computational cost of one time step of the interior scheme is roughly in O(N α ) for u r (due to the need for solving a linear system coming from the Crank-Nicolson discretization in time) for some α > 1. By comparison, the computation of interior points for u h necessitates O N In order to be relevant, from a computational complexity view point, the Schwarz algorithm should converge in few iterations. This is precisely why high-order absorbing boundary conditions are used.
Test 1 This first test is devoted to the evolution of 2 wavepackets (see Fig. 8 ) propagating in opposite directions from time 0 to T f = 7. The parameters for this first computation are the following • The time step is fixed to ∆t = 0.05.
• We impose the incoming/outgoing boundary conditions described above, with E(t) = V c (x) = 0, at b, and compare the modulus of the reconstructed solution (v in (a, b) and w in (b, c)) (v, w) with the solution of reference, computed in (a, c).
• The overlapping region is reduced to two nodes.
• In the following the electric field is set to zero and the initial data is given by
We do not expect any significant improvement in term of computational time as N 1 + N 2 = N with h 1 = h 2 , but ensures that the method is accurate enough for 10 Schwarz iterations (see Fig. 9 ). This test is similar to the one proposed in [24] .
Test 2.a The second test consists of the interaction of an electric field with a two-center molecule. In that case, in length gauge, the equation writes on (−a, a):
and R = 2 is the inter-nucleus distance and ε is a regularizing potential parameter taken equal here to 0.2. The initial data is the ground state of the two-center molecule, which is the eigenfunction associated to the smallest eigenvalue to −△ + V c . We choose g = 0.5. The electric potential is given by
The field is represented in Fig 10 . • a = 40, c = a/4.
• N = 400 nodes to mesh (−a, a) = Ω, M = 250 nodes to mesh Ω 1 = (−a, c + ε), and M = 150 nodes to mesh (c, a) = Ω 2 . The step size in Ω, Ω 1 and Ω 2 is then identical.
• (x i ) i={1,··· ,N } , (y i ) i={1,··· ,M} denote the mesh nodes respectively in Ω 1 , Ω 2 . The corresponding solutions are denoted by v and w. The overlap region is reduced to 2 nodes:
• The time step is fixed to ∆t = 0.05.
We represent a solution of reference, computed in all Ω, with the reconstructed solution (v, w) from Ω 1 ∪ Ω 2 .
In addition, we represent the convergence graphs for the Schwarz algorithm. More specifically, we report the error between the reconstructed solution u h and the solution of reference (computed in all (−a, a)): u h − u r ℓ 2 (−a,a) as a function of the number of Schwarz iterations, at final time T f = 32, Fig. 13 (left) . In Test 2.b This test is similar to the previous one, except that we now assume that h 2 ≈ 5h 1 . The computation in Ω 2 is then accelerated by a factor ≈ 5 α (α ≈ 3/2) compared to the computation in Ω 2 , in Test 2.a. We still compare the result with a solution of reference. All the other physical and numerical data are the same as in Test 2.a. We again compare the reconstructed solution (v, w) to a solution of reference u r . We represent the solution at time t = T f = 32 (see Fig. 14) .
Test 2.c
This test is similar to Test 2.a, except that the electric field is more intense and is defined by
In addition, the numerical data are given by • N = 800 nodes to mesh (−a, a) = Ω, 500 nodes to mesh Ω 1 = (−a, c + ε), and M = 300 nodes to mesh (c, a) = Ω 2 . The step size in Ω, Ω 1 and Ω 2 is then identical.
• (x i ) i={1,··· ,N } , (y i ) i={1,··· ,M} denote the mesh nodes respectively in Ω 1 , Ω 2 . The corresponding solutions are denoted v, w. The overlap region is reduced to 2 nodes:
We represent a solution of reference u r , computed in all Ω, with the reconstructed solution (v, w) from Ω 1 ∪ Ω 2 , at time t = 32, as well as the ℓ 2 -norm in time of v N − w 2 , that is ∆t 
In addition, the numerical data are given by
• a = 25, c = 5.
• N = 240 nodes to mesh (−a, a) = Ω, 150 nodes to mesh Ω 1 = (−a, c + ε), and 90 nodes to mesh (c, a) = Ω 2 . The step size in Ω, Ω 1 and Ω 2 is then identical.
• (x i ) i={1,··· ,N } , (y i ) i={1,··· ,M} denote the mesh nodes respectively in Ω 1 , Ω 2 . The corresponding solutions are denoted v, w. The overlap region is reduced to 2 nodes: x N = y 2 , x N −1 = y 1 .
We represent the ℓ 2 -norm in time of v N − w 2 , that is ∆t there error reaches 10 −4 . We notice that the higher the order of the boundary condition is, the faster is the convergence, although for this simple one-dimensional test the improvement is quite small, as even with p = 0 we observe a very rapid convergence. Naturally, increasing the order of the conditions would make sense only in higher dimension.
Test 3. This last test consists again of the interaction of an electric field with a two-center molecule using this time 3 subdomains. In that case, in length gauge, the equation writes on (−a, a): i∂ t u(x, t) = −△u(x, t) + V c (x)u + xE(t)u(x, t) with V c (x) = − g (x − R/2) 2 + ε − g (x + R/2) 2 + ε and R = 2 is the inter-nucleus distance and ε is a regularizing potential parameter taken equal here to 1. 
Conclusion
This paper was devoted to a general domain decomposition approach allowing to compute much faster than direct methods the solution to TDSE when particles are subject to intense laser fields. The proposed method which is based on an accurate choice of transmission/absorbing boundary conditions and a Schwarz waveform relaxation algorithm, is shown to be accuracy-preserving and efficient compared to the computation in one single domain. In principle, this method makes it possible the simulation of intense laser-molecule interaction involving ionization, recombination and high-order harmonics generation in high dimension. Realistic multidimensional [9] simulations will be proposed in a forthcoming paper. 
